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Introduction {#sec001}
============

People are warned of the effects of changing weather on TV and through online messages every day. Every day, some people report their health deterioration or some new symptoms they associate with changes in weather---such as temperature, humidity, cloudiness or atmospheric pressure changes. This usually applies to women and older or middle-aged people, although it may also apply to children \[[@pone.0232725.ref001]\]. It is estimated that approximately 55% of the German population and 69% of the Canadian population over the age of 60 years seem to be weather sensitive---that is, they consider the weather affects their health \[[@pone.0232725.ref002]\].

Behavioral data suggest environmental factors such as climate or weather may impact human emotional states and health conditions. For example, it was demonstrated that emotional distress decreases when exposure to the sun increases \[[@pone.0232725.ref003]\] and during day-to-day weather variations (solar exposition, wind speed and air pressure influences self-reported life satisfaction \[[@pone.0232725.ref004]\] and low and high temperature levels, precipitation, humidity and cloud cover worsens the expression of feelings among social media users \[[@pone.0232725.ref005]\]. It was also demonstrated that environmental stressors---such as considerable increase in temperature or increased precipitation produced by climate change, especially during natural disasters---may cause mental, emotional and bodily stress among humans \[[@pone.0232725.ref006], [@pone.0232725.ref007]\]. Weather conditions are also related to seasonal affective disorder, which is predominantly found in women \[[@pone.0232725.ref008]\], and panic anxiety attacks \[[@pone.0232725.ref009]\]. Some authors also pointed out the relationship between weather changes and cluster headache \[[@pone.0232725.ref010]\] (Lee et al. 2014), migraine \[[@pone.0232725.ref011]\], neuropathic pain \[[@pone.0232725.ref012]\] and human sleep disturbance \[[@pone.0232725.ref013]\].

Any disorders resulting from the impact of climatic conditions can be described as meteoropathy \[[@pone.0232725.ref001]\]---that is, a phenomenon of worsening existing diseases or the emergence of a new specific disease as a consequence of climate change \[[@pone.0232725.ref014]\]. Meteoropathy includes "a group of symptoms and pathological reactions in response to gradual or sudden changes in meteorological factors in a specific area interacting, presumably, through natural electromagnetic influences covering a wide range of frequencies and amplitudes" \[[@pone.0232725.ref001], p. 46\]. In general, people vary in their sensitivity to weather changes---although the most vulnerable to meteoropathy are women, middle-aged people and anxious and depressed individuals \[[@pone.0232725.ref001]\]. It is worth noting that women are usually indicated as more sensitive to weather conditions, as well as more easily susceptible to developing symptoms of physical and mental disorders in response to environmental changes \[[@pone.0232725.ref015], [@pone.0232725.ref016], [@pone.0232725.ref007]\]. Meteorosensitivity is the key concept here. Meteorosensitivity may be defined as "biological susceptibility to feel the effect of particular atmospherical events on \[the\] mind and body" \[[@pone.0232725.ref017], p. 103\]. Meteorosensitivity is also related to the human psychophysical capabilities linked with everyday stress management.

Although the biological mechanisms of meteoropathy are unknown, in a recent study, it was suggested that superior vestibular nucleus activity may affect meteoropathy regulation in mice and probably in humans \[[@pone.0232725.ref018]\]. Furthermore, the activities of the hypothalamus and amygdala nucleus are suggested as significant in meteoropathy development \[[@pone.0232725.ref019]\]. The authors suggested electromagnetic waves directly affect the hypothalamus. Therefore, they indirectly enhance the secretion of the stress hormone, the adrenocorticotropic hormone, and decrease endorphin secretion---which may lead to increased anxiety, headache and other meteoropathic symptoms. The authors assumed both human psychophysical instability and susceptibility to weather changes causing stress through changes in the brain regulation of emotions becomes a factor that increases human susceptibility to somatic and mental disorders.

From a psychological point of view, cerebral mechanisms of emotion regulation and autonomic nervous system (ANS) functioning are useful for understanding individual differences in meteorosensitivity levels and meteoropathy symptom development. Meteorological factors and other stressors may cause a challenge to the human physiological balance. When the balance is difficult to maintain, the development of somatic symptom disorder may be observed \[[@pone.0232725.ref020]\].

Taking account that many meteoropathy symptoms---such as lability of mood, depression, anxiety or an indefinite feeling of uneasiness---are related to mood disorder symptoms \[[@pone.0232725.ref017]\], it is worth considering the role of affective temperaments to explain the differences in meteoropathy among women.

Affective temperaments (depressive, cyclothymic, hyperthymic, irritable and anxious) refer to a genetically determined, stable-across-lifespan and trait-related manifestations playing a fundamental role in the predisposition to mood disorders---such as depression, anxiety and bipolar disorder \[[@pone.0232725.ref021], [@pone.0232725.ref022], [@pone.0232725.ref023]\]. Several studies have showed women have higher levels of the depressive, cyclothymic and anxious temperaments than men \[[@pone.0232725.ref024], [@pone.0232725.ref025], [@pone.0232725.ref026]\]. These results are in line with the observation that mood disorders are approximately twice as prevalent in women compared to men \[[@pone.0232725.ref027]\].

Molecular genetics research has provided interesting data on the strong association between central serotonergic (the depressive, cyclothymic, irritable and anxious temperaments) and dopaminergic (the hyperthymic temperament) regulation in affective temperament development \[[@pone.0232725.ref028]\]. It is worth noting that several authors have pointed out the role of serotonin in human mood regulation \[[@pone.0232725.ref029], [@pone.0232725.ref030], [@pone.0232725.ref031]\]. Moreover, serotonin is involved in the hypothalamic--pituitary--adrenal axis reaction to acute and chronic stress, which contributes to the onset of anxiety and depression \[[@pone.0232725.ref032]\].

Affective temperaments may share a common biological disposition with various other psychiatric or somatic symptoms, including meteoropathic disturbances. For example, the cyclothymic/irritable temperament appears to be associated with elevated stress reactivity in daily life \[[@pone.0232725.ref033]\] and somatic symptoms with no organic explanation \[[@pone.0232725.ref034], [@pone.0232725.ref035]\]. In an earlier study, a strong association between the cyclothymic temperament and hypertension was demonstrated \[[@pone.0232725.ref036]\]. Certain affective temperaments, mainly the cyclothymic and anxious temperaments, have also been associated with sleep disturbances present among meteoropathic symptoms \[[@pone.0232725.ref037], [@pone.0232725.ref038]\]. In addition, the anxious temperament may be related to meteoropathy symptoms---such as anxiety, irritability, hypervigilance, inability to relax, insecurity, tension and gastrointestinal distress \[[@pone.0232725.ref028]\].

The main goal of this study was to assess the relationship between affective temperaments and meteoropathy among women and examine meteorosensitivity as a mediator in this relationship.

We hypothesized (a) the depressive, cyclothymic, irritable and anxious temperaments are positively correlated with meteoropathy, while the hyperthymic temperament is negatively correlated with meteoropathy and (b) the meteorosensitivity dimension mediates the relationship between affective temperaments and meteoropathy.

Materials and methods {#sec002}
=====================

Participants {#sec003}
------------

The study sample consisted of 450 white women gathered from the general population via the University of Warsaw online recruitment platform. The participants' ages ranged from 18 to 70 years (M = 30.01; SD = 9.10). Among the participants, 303 had received higher education, 146 had received secondary education and 1 had received primary education. Fifty-nine women lived in rural areas, 65 in small towns and 326 in large cities.

This was an anonymous cross-sectional study, participation was voluntary and the participants did not receive any compensation.

The data were collected via online self-report questionnaires. All participants provided informed consent to participate in the study after reading the rules of the study. Information about the purpose and procedure of the study was displayed on a computer screen. Starting the questionnaires was tantamount to agreeing to participate in the study on the given terms.

The research project including aforementioned procedure and all questionnaires used was approved by the local Research Ethics Commission at the Faculty of Psychology, University of Warsaw (ref: 5-03-2019).

Measures {#sec004}
--------

Affective temperaments were assessed using the Polish version of the Temperament Evaluation of Memphis, Pisa, Paris and San Diego Autoquestionnaire (TEMPS-A) \[[@pone.0232725.ref021], [@pone.0232725.ref039], [@pone.0232725.ref040]\]. TEMPS-A is a self-report instrument that is composed of 110 items (109 for men) with a yes/no response format. TEMPS-A is composed of five temperament scales (Cronbach's alphas for the current sample are given in parentheses): depressive (α = .74), cyclothymic (α = .83), hyperthymic (α = .81), irritable (α = .84) and anxious (α = .88). For each answer, a "yes" was scored as 1 and a "no" as 0. These scores were added and then divided by the number of items that belonged to each affective temperament scale (21 for each of the first four temperament categories and 26 for the anxious temperament).

Meteorosensitivity and meteoropathy were assessed using the Polish adaptation of the METEO-Q questionnaire \[[@pone.0232725.ref017]\] (Polish adaptation by Włodzimierz Oniszczenko). The questionnaire consists of 11 items that measure meteorosensitivity (5 items) and meteoropathy (6 items) and a structured checklist aiming to identify the 21 physical and psychological symptoms related to climate variations (see [Table 3](#pone.0232725.t003){ref-type="table"}). All items are rated on a 4-point Likert response scale ranging from 0 (absent) to 3 (severe). Cronbach's alphas in the current sample are given in parentheses: meteorosensitivity scale (α = .79) and meteoropathy scale (α = .79).

Statistical analysis {#sec005}
--------------------

The statistical analysis was performed using IBM SPSS Statistics 25 \[[@pone.0232725.ref041]\]. Descriptive statistics, such as mean and standard deviation, of the main variables were recorded. Data normality was checked based on the skewness and kurtosis values (ranged from −1.5 to 1.5), following the application of criteria specified by Tabachnick and Fidell \[[@pone.0232725.ref042]\]. Relationships among variables were examined with Pearson product--moment coefficients. An absolute value of *r* of .1 was classified as small, .3 as medium and .5 as large per Cohen \[[@pone.0232725.ref043]\]. The mediation analyses were conducted using the PROCESS Model 4 macro for SPSS v. 3.3 \[[@pone.0232725.ref044]\]. In addition, the bootstrapping procedure with 5,000 sample draws and bias-corrected standard errors was used to estimate the direct and indirect effects \[[@pone.0232725.ref045]\].

Results {#sec006}
=======

[Table 1](#pone.0232725.t001){ref-type="table"} provides descriptive statistics, as well as skewness and kurtosis values, for meteorosensitivity, meteoropathy and affective temperaments for the whole sample. The skewness and kurtosis analyses show that all the variables were normally distributed.

10.1371/journal.pone.0232725.t001

###### Descriptive statistics for the meteorosensitivity and meteoropathy and Temperament Evaluation of Memphis, Pisa, Paris, and San Diego Autoquestionnaire (n = 450).

![](pone.0232725.t001){#pone.0232725.t001g}

  Variable                   Range       Mean   Standard deviation   Skewness   Kurtosis
  -------------------------- ----------- ------ -------------------- ---------- ----------
  *METEO-Q*                                                                     
  Meteorosensitivity         0--15       9.49   3.11                 -.54       .18
  Meteoropathy               0--18       8.81   3.74                 -.07       -.23
  *Affective temperaments*                                                      
  Depressive                 .00--.95    .44    .18                  .26        -.52
  Cyclothymic                .00--.95    .42    .22                  .20        -.69
  Hyperthymic                .00--1.00   .44    .21                  .10        -.73
  Irritable                  .00--.95    .31    .21                  .53        -.39
  Anxious                    .00--1.00   .42    .23                  .26        -.58

[Table 2](#pone.0232725.t002){ref-type="table"} presents the correlation coefficients between age, meteorosensitivity, meteoropathy and affective temperaments in the studied sample. A small positive correlation was found between age and the hyperthymic temperament. Furthermore, small negative correlations were found between age and the cyclothymic, irritable and anxious temperaments. A large positive correlation was found between meteorosensitivity and meteoropathy. Medium positive correlations were found between meteorosensitivity and the cyclothymic and anxious temperaments, as well as between meteoropathy and the cyclothymic and anxious temperaments. Both the meteorosensitivity and meteoropathy scales positively correlated with the depressive and irritable temperaments (all the correlation coefficients were small). No correlation was found between mateorosensitivity and meteoropathy and the hyperthymic temperament.

10.1371/journal.pone.0232725.t002

###### Pearson r correlations between age and meteorosensitivity and meteoropathy and Temperament Evaluation of Memphis, Pisa, Paris and San Diego Autoquestionnaire scales (n = 450).

![](pone.0232725.t002){#pone.0232725.t002g}

                           2\.   3\.                                            4\.                                            5\.                                             6\.                                             7\.                                             8\.
  ------------------------ ----- ---------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------
  1\. Age                  .03   .08                                            -.07                                           -.19[\*\*\*](#t002fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}   .11[\*\*](#t002fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}      -.15[\*\*](#t002fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}     -.12[\*\*](#t002fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}
  2\. Meteorosensitivity         .70[\*\*\*](#t002fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}   .17[\*\*\*](#t002fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}   .33[\*\*\*](#t002fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}    .02                                             .26[\*\*\*](#t002fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}    .31[\*\*\*](#t002fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}
  3\. Meteoropathy                                                              .18[\*\*\*](#t002fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}   36[\*\*\*](#t002fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}     .05                                             .27[\*\*\*](#t002fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}    36[\*\*\*](#t002fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}
  4\. Depressive                                                                                                               .56[\*\*\*](#t002fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}    -.60[\*\*\*](#t002fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}   .44[\*\*\*](#t002fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}    .67[\*\*\*](#t002fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}
  5\. Cyclothymic                                                                                                                                                              -.21[\*\*\*](#t002fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}   .67[\*\*\*](#t002fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}    .61[\*\*\*](#t002fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}
  6\. Hyperthymic                                                                                                                                                                                                              -.20[\*\*\*](#t002fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}   -.43[\*\*\*](#t002fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}
  7\. Irritable                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                .50[\*\*\*](#t002fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}
  8\. Anxious                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  \-

\*\* p \< .01;

\*\*\* p \< .001.

Two separate analyses were performed using a bootstrapping procedure, with meteorosensitivity as the mediator between the cyclothymic and anxious temperaments and meteoropathy. The first analysis indicated a significant indirect effect of the cyclothymic temperament on meteoropathy through meteorosensitivity \[effect = 3.65, SE = .53, 95% CI = (2.64, 4.73)\]. The second analysis found a significant indirect effect of anxious temperament on meteoropathy through meteorosensitivity \[effect = 3.25, SE = .50, 95% CI = (2.30, 4.26)\]. The individual pathways in the mediation analysis are displayed in [Fig 1](#pone.0232725.g001){ref-type="fig"}.

![The mediating effect of meteorosensitivity in the relationship between the cyclothymic temperament and meteoropathy (upper) and the relationship between the anxious temperament and meteoropathy (lower).\
The unstandardized coefficients are reported, with standard errors in parentheses. The r-squared coefficients for the models are placed on the right side. \*\*\* p \< .001.](pone.0232725.g001){#pone.0232725.g001}

[Table 3](#pone.0232725.t003){ref-type="table"} presents means and standard deviations for each meteoropathy symptoms provided by the METEO-Q questionnaire. As observed in [Table 3](#pone.0232725.t003){ref-type="table"}, the most severe meteoropathy symptoms in the studied sample were asthenia, an indefinite feeling of malaise and irritability (75th percentile).

10.1371/journal.pone.0232725.t003

###### Means and standard deviations for each meteoropathy symptom measured by the METEO-Q (n = 450).

![](pone.0232725.t003){#pone.0232725.t003g}

                                                    Range   M (SD)
  ------------------------------------------------- ------- -------------
  Lability of mood                                  0--3    1.51 (.81)
  Extreme reactivity to external events             0--3    1.37 (.93)
  Depression                                        0--3    .94 (.98)
  Anxiety                                           0--3    .78 (.91)
  Asthenia                                          0--3    1.98 (.85)
  Anhedonia                                         0--3    1.33 (.92)
  Irritability                                      0--3    1.81 (.90)
  Indefinite feeling of malaise                     0--3    1.93 (.86)
  Vague pain, articular pain, muscular pain         0--3    1.20 (1.09)
  Vertigos                                          0--3    .83 (.94)
  Headache                                          0--3    1.54 (1.05)
  Nausea                                            0--3    .42 (.73)
  Alterations of the cardiac rhythm (tachycardia)   0--3    .63 (.88)
  Difficulties with concentration                   0--3    1.46 (.93)
  Insomnia                                          0--3    1.00 (1.03)
  Excessive sleepiness                              0--3    1.72 (1.00)
  Lack of appetite                                  0--3    .55 (.78)
  Excessive appetite                                0--3    .87 (.98)
  Digestion's dysfunctions                          0--3    .70 (.91)
  Alterations of sexuality                          0--3    .86 (.99)
  Weakness during working activities                0--3    1.60 (.90)

Discussion {#sec007}
==========

The results of the present research may extend the knowledge of the functional significance of affective temperaments and indicate the importance of affective temperaments for women's meteoropathy symptoms.

As expected, four affective temperaments (depressive, cyclothymic, irritable and anxious) were positively correlated with meteoropathy among women, although the correlation coefficients were small to medium. The medium correlations between the cyclothymic and anxious temperaments and meteoropathy were revealed. These results indicate the cyclothymic and anxious temperaments may be associated with some meteoropathy symptoms similar to mood disorder symptoms. It is worth noting that the most severe symptoms of meteoropathy in the studied sample were asthenia, an indefinite feeling of malaise and irritability. Meteorosensivity was strongly correlated with meteoropathy and served as a mediator between affective temperaments and meteoropathy among the studied women. This result is not surprising because the level of sensitivity to climate or weather changes (i.e., meteorosensitivity) seems to be the most important factor triggering the symptoms of meteoropathy. Therefore, one of the most important questions concerns the link between affective temperaments and meteorosensitivity and meteoropathy. The analysis of mediation shows the cyclothymic and anxious temperaments affect meteoropathy both directly and indirectly through meteorosensitivity as a mediator. The lack of sufficient data on the biological basis of both affective temperaments and meteoropathy does not allow the formulation of a clear hypothesis about the common biological mechanism of these phenomena.

Nevertheless, taking account of the hypothesis on the biological basis of affective temperaments, as well as the hypothetical biological foundations of meteorosensitivity, it can be assumed that some biological associations between these variables are related to brain activity and ANS functioning. The serotonergic regulation of the cyclothymic and anxious temperaments may connect affective temperaments with the so-called somatic awareness \[[@pone.0232725.ref026]\]. It is a physical discomfort that is medically unexplained, is associated with reduced levels of serotonin \[[@pone.0232725.ref046]\] and present in meteoropathy as, for example, headaches, fatigue or difficulty sleeping. Serotonin, involved in the functioning of the hypothalamic--pituitary--adrenal axis, can contribute to the development of two important meteoropathy components: anxiety and depression \[[@pone.0232725.ref032]\]. In a recent work, Di Nicola et al. \[[@pone.0232725.ref047]\] indicated that meteorological factors such as sunlight or atmospheric pressure are associated with changes in the level of serotonin in the brain, which---in addition to dysfunction in the dopaminergic system---may be important for the process of emotion dysregulation. In turn, Mazza et al. \[[@pone.0232725.ref048]\] suggested the increase in sympathetic nervous system tension resulting from a deficiency of serotonin metabolism in patients with fibromyalgia results in fatigue and weakness, sleep problems, headache and migraine, anxiety or depression and mood disorders. It is worth noting that these symptoms coincide with those that are present in meteoropathy.

The probable impact of cerebral mechanisms of emotion regulation and ANS functioning on meteorosensitivity and meteoroptahy is also visible in affective temperaments traits, such as an intense experience of all emotions or rapid changes in mood and energy typical for the cyclothymic temperament \[[@pone.0232725.ref021]\] or tension and gastrointestinal distress typical for the anxious temperament \[[@pone.0232725.ref039]\]. The ANS may be of particular importance for meteorosensitivity and the development of meteoropathy associated with the affective temperaments. The ANS functions penetrate the functioning of many other internal systems and organs, and dysfunctions of this system can manifest as various disorders of the body. It is worth noting, however, that the mechanisms combining affective temperaments with meteorosensitivity and meteoropathy and differentiating women from men can be much more complex and involve sex-dependent neurobiology and genetic, hormonal and immune functions, as well as sex-environment interactions, as suggested by some authors \[[@pone.0232725.ref049], [@pone.0232725.ref050]\].

Several limitations of this study should be acknowledged. This research is cross-sectional in nature, making it impossible to draw any definite conclusions regarding the direction of the relationship between affective temperaments and meteorosensitivity and meteoropathy. Affective temperaments and other personality traits may play a significant role in the development of meteoropathy symptoms, but further longitudinal studies are required to corroborate this hypothesis. Another important limitation of our study is the covariability of factors treated as predictors of meteoropathy symptoms. We only used data based on self-reports, and the presence of comorbid physical and mental health disorders or substance use was not documented. Therefore, the interpretation of our results is restricted. In addition, we observed only women, thus limiting the generalizability of the results. It should be added that the study sample was not too large when considering the survey in the general population.

Conclusions {#sec008}
===========

Regardless of the methodological limitations of our study, however, our results may contribute to the understanding of how psychological factors influence weather-related changes in women\'s well-being. Our findings highlight the significant overlap between affective temperaments and meteoropathic symptoms among women.

High levels of cyclothymic and anxious temperaments may be responsible for an increase in negative physical and mental health symptoms among women. To improve women's well-being, meteorosensitivity and meteoropathy should be taken into account when assessing medically difficult-to-explain symptoms in women. Our results suggest that meteoropathic symptoms may be associated with moods and the dominant type of affective temperament in women. Thus, women who show mood lability and anxiety symptoms should be a focus of medical and psychological care.
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